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Abstract 
Pattern matching algorithm is the basis of information biology as well as information retrieval research field. As far 
as the current computing capability of CPU is concerned, it may hardly satisfy the demand in terms of system real-
time when faced by a large amount of data. Due to the enormous computing potential of GPU, various efforts have 
been made for the computing task migration to GPU with given application programs. In this paper, we present an 
AC Multi-pattern matching algorithm based on GPU with the parallelization of traditional algorithm based on CPU, 
and the matching efficiency may be significantly improved due to the high performance parallel processing capability 
of GPU. Experimental results show our proposed scheme achieved a better speed-up compared to the original one. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Pattern matching algorithm has been an active research field of computer science, it plays a key role in 
lots of applications, and it is a highly computing intensive process. While traditional pattern matching 
algorithms based on CPU have inherent limits, specific parallel processing hardware has been applied to 
the improvement of the performance of traditional pattern matching algorithms. 
In recent years, with the rapid development of Graphic Processing Unit (GPU), there are more and 
more research efforts for GPU including the research on pattern matching algorithm. Jacob and Brodley 
tried to employ the GPU as the analysis engine applied to single pattern matching for PixelSnort, and the 
pattern matching algorithm is Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP). However, the result isn't satisfied. Giorgos 
Vasiliadis and Spiros Antonatos[1] proposed a new intrusion detection system called “Gnort”, and the 
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detection engine is Aho-Corasick[2][3][4] multi-pattern matching algorithm based on GPU. However, 
with the increase of the pattern set, system performance decreases sharply. Giorgos Vasiliadis directly 
store the lookup table (DFA[1]) in the form of the two-dimensional array. With the increase of the pattern 
set, there are too much cache misses, and it affects matching efficiency. So we must optimize the lookup 
table when the pattern set's scale is increased. In this paper, we presents a GPU-CSAC algorithm 
(Compress Storage AC algorithm Based On GPU) in order to meet the needs of large-scale pattern set. 
2. Algorithm implementation 
2.1. AC pattern matching algorithm 
AC algorithm is proposed by the A.V.Aho and M.J.Corasick, which is a classic multi-pattern matching 
algorithm and firstly used in the Bell Labs library searching system and later has been widely used in 
other filed. AC algorithm is mainly composed of three functions: goto function, failure function and 
output function. AC pattern matching algorithm time complexity is O(n), have nothing to do with the 
number of pattern strings and the length of each pattern string. No matter pattern P appears in the text 
string T, each character in T must input into the state machine. So whether it is in the best case or worst-
case, AC pattern matching algorithm time complexity is always O(n). Including pretreatment, AC time 
complexity is O (M + n), M is the length of string for all pattern. 
2.2. Preprocess 
The main work in preprocessing stage is to read the pattern set and generated a state tree. we can 
assign the successor node adopting the principle of distribution according to need instead of assigning 256 
successor node for each state according to the fan-out number which we can get from the state tree. This 
will greatly reduce the look-up table of storage. 
2.3. Construction of the lookup table 
Firstly, we may construct the original look-up table, in which horizontal axis indicates that the current 
state, vertical axis indicates that input characters, the table element indicates the next state, such as State 0 
input s turn to state 3. When the pattern is large, goto table need too much storage space, available 
memory can not be fully qualified, so it must be compressed storage. 
The value of property element 256 means not exist, because the number of fan-out (fan-out number 
indicates the input number) is 0, the state can not have any input characters, Similarly,-1 means not exist 
too. The index of 0-2 have 0 fan-out, 3-7 have one fan-out, 8-11 have 2 fan-out. 
Secondly, construct failure table: This step of was the same as the original algorithm implementation, 
so we will not repeat the construction method here in detail, please refer to reference [4]. 
Finally we may get the lookup table: 
2.4. Memory's selection 
Lookup table eventually need to be passed to the GPU memory,GPU computing environment can 
operate more than one memory type, we use the NVIDIA GPU's [5] computing environment  CUDA [6], 
Therefore, this paper only discuss the definition of the memory type under CUDA environment. CUDA 
has six kinds of memory types: register memory, local memory, share memory, constant memory, texture 
memory, global memory. Register memory and local memory is private for each thread, while the lookup 
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table need to be shared by all threads, so can not select the register memory and local memory; empathy 
share memory is shared by threads within the block, is not appropriate too. Although the constant 
memory shared for all threads to meet, but it is limited in size, the largest 64K, When the mode is heavy, 
the lookup table is far greater than 64K, so it can not choose the constant memory; Both texture memory 
and global memory are so great that can store lookup table, what’s more, texture memory is used for 
graphics rendering, using CUDA we can access it by texture binding and texture fetch, and it is cached, 
when hit it only take one clock cycle. Global memory does not have the cache mechanism, access to 
global memory require 600-800 clock cycles. Taken together, select the texture memory is undoubtedly 
the most sensible choice. 
2.5. Description for the GPU-CSAC  algorithm  
Algorithm input: 
• Pattern set(M1, M2……Mn) 
• TEXT(A1, A2……An) 
Algorithm description: 
• CPU reads the pattern Mi(0<i<n+1)one by one, generate a state tree; 
• Construct State Tree According to state tree; 
• Allocate a space(texture memory) and transfer the lookup table to the space; 
• read the TEXT and transfer it to memory; 
• Set the grid and block dimensions and Launch the Kernel function, GPU start to matching. 
• CPU processing the returned results. 
3. Experimental evaluation 
This paper evaluate algorithm from time complexity and space complexity. 
• Time complexity: the matching time is an important indicator to measure pattern matching 
performance algorithm. 
• Space complexity: analyze the size of the storage space. AC algorithm based on GPU proposed by 
Giorgos Vasiliadis not for storage optimization, so its storage SIZE approximate formula is(Assuming 
only a handful of models with common prefix): 
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Two GPUs (GTS 8800 and Tesla C2050) are applied in the experimental environment, and the CPU is 
Inter Xeon(R) E5430. The source of data sets consist of 64MB, 128MB data through the packet capture 
tool as TEXT to be matched, and 1KB, 10KB, 100KB, 1MB, 10MB, 20MB pattern sets are selected. 
Fig. 1 shows CPU-AC,GPU-NAC(Normal AC Based On GPU), the increasing of the number of GPU-
CSAC with the pattern, the relative changes in matching time. we learn from Fig.1.  that the matching 
time of GPU-NAC and GPU-CSAC is far less than the CPU-AC's matching time. Worthy of our concern 
is that when the pattern set is less than 100KB the time that GPU-NAC takes is shorter than GPU-CSAC. 
This is because the capacity of the lookup table is relatively small, Directly search the lookup table that in 
the form of two-dimensional matrix is more efficient than what has been compressed. With the pattern 
set's increasing, when the number reaches 1MB, the size of the two-dimensional generated by GPU-NAC 
matrix has been considerable, the lookup table's cache misses resulting in matching efficiency's decrease. 
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However, when the pattern set increased to 10MB or more, two-dimensional matrix will become very 
large, much larger than we have optimized the size of lookup table, thereby causing a sharp decline in 
matching efficiency. The following experiments we will see this phenomenon more apparent. 
Fig. 1. Comparison in time complexity (a) Matched 64MB data Using CPU and GTS8800 (b) Matched 128MB data Using CPU and 
GTS8800 
In order to prove a more powerful GPU-CSAC performance, then use the Tesla C2050 which is 
professional graphics chip, here we only compare the two GPU AC  algorithm, use 64MB data set size to 
match the experimental data, such as Fig.2. Employing the Tesla C2050 significantly reduced the time 
spent, the conclusion is consistent with the previous, when the pattern set to a certain extent, GPU-CSAC 
advantage may show up. 
Fig. 2. Comparison in time complexity (a) Matched 64MB data Using CPU and Tesla C2050 (b) Matched 128MB data Using CPU 
and Tesla C2050 
To evaluate the space complexity of proposed method, we employ look-up table formula storage space 
to find the GPU-NAC and GPU-CSAC for 1KB, 10KB, 100KB, 1MB, 10MB, 20MB pattern set lookup 
table's share of space size in Fig.3. Fig.3 reflects that the space that GPU-NAC's lookup table occupied is 
much higher than GPU-CSAC. Through this compression method, we reduce the memory footprint 
success. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison in space complexity 
4. Conclusions 
This paper optimized the AC algorithm based on 
the Giorgos Vasiliadis's algorithm, the method is to 
compress stored lookup table and to allocate space 
for each state based on the Fan-out. Then we 
analyzed CPU-AC, GPU-NAC, GPU-SCAC and 
draw the final conclusion: GPU-SCAC algorithm 
may still achieve efficient performance in case of 
large-scale pattern set.With the development of 
intrusion technology and anti-intrusion technology, 
more and more attack signatures may be added to 
the intrusion detection rule set. With the increase of attack signature rule set, the GPU-NAC algorithm 
presented by Giorgos Vasiliadis can not fulfill the real-time processing requirements; in this case, our 
proposed GPU-SCAC may be applied to improving the performance. 
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